We are home brewers. We are
technical experts. We are designers.
We are all of these things in one.
We are E I N BR E W.
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EINBREW is one of a kind.
Some of the unique features are:

Handheld controller, program,
control and monitor from your
armchair.
Controller stores your recipes,
memory of 10 user definable
all-grain recipes.
Audible process stage alarms,
allowing you to move around more
freely and not forget the wort!

E I N B R E W is complex on the inside and simple
on the outside, both technical and simple.
The quality of wort is dependent on precise
temperature and flow control. E I N B R E W has a
unique control system that will keep the wort you
produce consistent leaving you cool and calm.

Central upwards forced infusion,
helping to maximise the extraction
of sugars from the grain, no sparging
needed.
Pump during boil cycle, ensuring there
is a flow of wort over the heating element
to reduce the risk of scorching.
Integral cooler, allows wort cooling to
be done quickly and covered, reducing
infection risks.
Hop bag/basket part of the circuit,
maximising the extraction of the hop
flavours.

E I N B R E W is designed to
make brewing safe and easy.
So it’s easy to lift, easy to
drain, and easy to clean.

Cooled wort is pumped out,
fast and sanitary wort
transfer to fermenter.
Automatic cleaning cycle,
no more scrubbing, let
EINBREW clean itself.
Striking Ergonomic design,
EINBREW is designed to
look great and be easily
lifted and moved.

How EINBREW compares to the competition:

Feature

EINBREW
30L

Speidel
Braumeister
20L

Grainfather

Maximum Wort Volume

30L (7 us gal)

23L (5.5 US gal)

23L (5.5 US gal)

Max Grain Bill

9Kg

6kg

9kg

Circulate when boiling

Yes

No

No

Wort Pumped out

Yes

No

Yes

Tap

No (not needed,
wort pumped out)

Yes (and it blocks
with hops)

No

Audible stage alarms

Yes

Yes

No

Audible cooling alarm

Yes

No

No

Programmable Recipes

Yes

Yes

Yes (only with connect)

Microprocessor Control

Yes

Yes

Yes (only with connect)

Controller position

Flexible, handheld.

Poor, under tap.

Poor, fixed to vessel.

Hop filtering

Yes

None

No

Integral cooler

Yes

Yes (optional)

No

Automatic Cleaning Cycle

Yes

No

No

Ergonomic Design

Yes

No

No

Limited Lifetime Warranty

Yes

No

No

All major internal parts,
pump, heat exchanger,
heating element are widely
available, allowing users to
replace parts or upgrade
their systems locally.

E I N B R E W is design-led. It’s reliable.
It’s beautiful. And it’s entirely practical.
I t ’ s t he o ne

EINBREW.COM

